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A SMALL-SCALE MODEL AT HIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDSl 
By Albert G. Few, Jr., and Thomas J. King, Jr. 
SU1>1MARY 
An i nvestigation has been made i n the Langley high-speed 7- by 
10-foot tunnel to determine some effects of tail height and wing plan 
form on the static l ongitudinal s t ab ility character i stics of a complete , 
small - scale model at hi gh subsonic speeds . The model had both a low-tail 
pos i t i on (wing chord plane extended) and a high-tail position (65 percent 
semispan above the wing chord plane extended). The wings were 4 percent 
thick, had an aspect ratio of 3, and had various taper ratios and angles 
of sweep . Three wings had a taper ratio of 0 . 50 and quarter-chord sweep 
angles of 250 , 300 , and 350 ; whereas the fourth wing had 300 of sweep and 
a taper ratio of 0 .20 . The Mach number range extended from about 0.80 
to 0 . 94 with corresponding Reynolds numbers ranging from about 
1 . 17 X 106 to 1 . 29 X 106 for average test conditions . 
The drag due to lift increases with increasing sweep through the 
tlach number range . Some increase in drag due to lift i s evident with 
decrease in taper ratio for wings having 300 of sweep through most of 
the speed range . 
In relation to the p i tch-up problem in the speed r ange i nvestigated 
herein) no very definite advantage of any of the wing plan forms was 
realized for the tail - off configurations. At low Mach numbers (M = 0 . 80) , 
the high-tail configuration provides, in general) the most nearly linear 
pitching-~oment curves at angles of attack below approximat ely 160 for 
all wing plan forms . Unstable breaks occurred above this angle of attack 
for all wing plan forms at the lower Mach numbers) but not at the highest 
test l·lach nunber . The l ow- tail arrangement provides) i n general , stable 
breaks and fairly linear pitching-~oment curves above an angle of attack 
of approximat'ely 40 for all wing plan forms at the low Mach numbers but 
not at the highest test :·1ach nu.T2ber . 
l Supersedes recently declassified NACA Research Memorandum L54G12 
by Albert G. Few) Jr.) and Thomas J. King , J r ., 1954. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Some present-day a ircraft , both research and pr oduction types, 
having highly sweptback wings, exhibit undesirabl e p itch-up tendenc i es 
at l ow and moderate lift coeffi cients through both the sub sonic and 
transonic speed r anges . These characteristics can make it difficult to 
employ the a ircraft as a satisfactory gun platform under certain condi -
tions . In addition, the design load factor can be exceeded as a result 
of the pitch- up caused by nonli nearities in the pitching-moment curve. 
In general, satisfactory pitching-moment characteristics are obtained 
only by giving due considerati on to many factors - such as , a spect r a tio 
(ref . 1) , thickness ratio , sweep angle , tail location, and the wing 
leading- edge configuration. 
The purpose of this investi gation wa s to determine the effects of 
varia tion in wing sweep angle between 250 and 350 on the longitudina l 
stability characteristics of a model at high subsonic speeds and a l so to 
determine the extent to which these characteristics may be a ltered by 
various tai l locat ions. 
Four wings having an aspect ratio of 3 , NACA 65A004 airfoil sect i ons 
parallel to the free stream, var i ous angles of sweep with respect to the 
quarter- chord line, and vari ous taper ratios were used in the investiga-
tion. Three of these wings had a taper ratio of 0 . 50 and quarter-chord 
sweep angles of 250 , 300 , and 350 ; whereas the fourth wing had 300 of 
sweep and a taper ratio of 0 .20 . The test Mach numb er r anged from about 
0 .80 to 0 . 94 with corresponding Reynolds numbers ranging from about 
1.17 x 106 to 1 . 29 x 106 . 
SYMBOLS 
The system of stability axes employed, together with an indication 
of the positive direction of forces, moments, and angles, i s shown in 
figure 1. The center of moments is l ocated a t the 25 -percent mean aero-
dynamic chord of the wing . The symbols are defined as follows: 
CL lift coefficient, Lift/qS 
em pitching-moment coefficient, Pitching moment/qSc 
6CD total drag coefficient minus drag coefficient at zer o lift 
q dynamic pressure, pV2/2, lb/sq ft 
C~ lift-curve slope 
~ angle of sideslip, deg 
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y 
D 
p 
v 
S 
A 
b 
c 
it 
a 
M 
R 
distance from plane of symmetry 
diameter 
ma ss density of air, slugs/cu ft 
free - stream velocity, fps 
wing area, sq ft 
a spect r atio, b2/S 
wing span, ft 
wing mean aerodynamic chord, 2jb/2 - c2dy, ft 
S 0 
wing chord a t any spanwise station, ft 
wing-root chord, ft 
wing-tip chord, ft 
t aper r atio 
angle of stabilizer incidence, tra iling edge down for positive 
deflection, deg 
angle of attack, deg 
wing sweep angle about quar t er-chord line, deg 
Mach number of free s tream 
radius 
MODEL DESIGNATIONS 
W wing 
F fuse l age 
V ver t ic a l tail 
HH h i gh- hor i zontal-tail configurati on (o. 65b/2 above chord plane) 
HL l ow-horizontal-tail configuration (on chord plane) 
3 
J 
L 
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MODEL AND APPARATUS 
Details of the complete model as tested are given in figure 2 and 
a photograph of the model mounted on the sting-type support system is 
shown as figure 3. With this sting-support system, the model can be 
remotely operated through an angle-of-attack range from about _20 to 240. 
All wings were constructed of stainless steel, had NACA 65A004 airfoil 
sections parallel to the free stream, and had an aspect ratio of 3. 
Three of the wings had a taper ratio of 0.50 and quarter-chord sweep 
angles of 250 , 300, and 350 ; whereas the fourth wing had 300 of sweep 
and a taper ratio of 0.20. The model could be tested with both a low-
and high-horizontal-tail arrangement. The low horizontal tail, with 
incidence fixed at 00, was mounted on the center line of the fuselage 
which was in the plane of the wing chord; whereas, the high horizontal 
tail (with possible 00 and _60 incidence settings) was mounted on the 
vertical tail as a T-tail configuration. The high tail was 3.39 inches 
above the wing chord plane, which corresponds to about 65 percent of 
the wing semispan . The fuselage had a fineness ratio of 10.94 and was 
constructed of stainless steel. Its geometric characteristics, including 
afterbody ordinates, are given in figure 4. A six-component electrical 
strain- gage balance was mounted internally in the fuselage to measure 
the forces and moments presented herein. 
TESTS AND CORRECTIONS 
Tests were made in the Langley high-speed 7- by 10-foot tunnel 
through a Mach number range from about 0.80 to 0.94, which corresponds 
to a Reynolds number range from about 1.17 x 106 to 1.29 x 106 based on 
a wing mean aerodynamic chord of 0.299 foot. Angles of attack from _20 
to 240 were obtained at the lower Mach numbers. The angle-of-attack 
range at M = 0.94 was limited, in general, to about 150 so as not to 
exceed the maximum design load of the balance. No evidence of tunnel 
choking occurred at the highest Mach number and angle of attack. Jet-
boundary corrections determined by the method of reference 2 and blocking 
corrections by the method of reference 3 were negligible and, therefore, 
were not applied to the data. The angle of attack, however, has been 
corrected for deflection of the sting-support system and balance under 
load. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Presentation of Results 
Aerodynamic characteristics of the various model configurations are 
presented as follows: 
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Bas ic data: 
Ac/4 250 , A 0.50 
Ac /4 = 300 , A = 0.50 Md 0.20 
Ac/4 = 350 , A 0.50 
Fuselage alone 
Summary of aerodynamic characteristics: 
Effect of wing plan form on CLa' tail off . . . . . . . 
Effect of wing plan form on drag due to lift, tail off 
Effect of tail height on pitching-moment characteristics 
Effect of tail height and wing plan form on the shape of 
pitching-moment curves ........ . 
Effect of tail height on aerodynamic center 
5 
Figures 
5 to 7 
8 to 10 
11 to 13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
The basic drag polars have not been presented inasmuch as the balMce 
drag gages were not sufficiently sensitive to measure accurately the small 
forces encountered a t zero lift. This deficiency, however, is not 
believed to affect the validity of comparisons of the drag due to lift 
for the various wing plan forms. 
Lift and Drag Characteristics 
Lift-curve slopes aver aged over a lift-coefficient range of ±0.10 
are presented in figure 15 for the range of wing-plan-form variables 
investigated. Throughout the Mach number rMge, no particularly sig-
nificant chMges in OCL/~ are evident. However, the 300 swept wing 
having a taper ratio of 0.20 provides some increase in lift-curve slope 
(as would be expected from ref. 4) over that obtained with the other plan 
forms throughout most of the Mach number range. 
The drag due to lift through the Mach numbe~ range and for the range 
of plan-form variables investigated is presented for the tail-off config-
urat ions in figure 16. Also shown in figure 16 (M = 0.80) is the theo-
retical induced drag CL2/rtA. It will be noted that the drag is consid-
erably higher than theory for all the plan forms tested, probably because 
of the leading-edge separation associated with the sharp leading edges of 
these thin wings. The effect of sweep on the drag due to lift is as would 
be expected - that is, an increase with an increa se in wing sweep through-
out the r~ch number r ange - since it is the component of the flow normal 
to the wing that determines to a l arge extent the chordwise pressure dis-
t ributions (ref. 5) and thereby the separation effects. The 300 swept 
wing with a taper r atio of 0.20 indicated considerable increases in drag 
due to lift over that which was rea lized with wings having a taper ratio 
of 0.50 below a Mach number of 0.94. This is probably due, in part at 
--------------------
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least, to the fact that the leading-edge sweep is greatest for this wing 
and, therefore, has a greater effect on the leading- edge separation. 
Longitudinal Stability Characteristics 
The data presented in figures 5 to 13 show, in general, that, for the 
range of wing plan forms and horizontal-tail heights investigated, non-
linearities in the pitching-moment curves of the familiar pitch- up type 
existed throughout the Mach number range . In order to provide a more 
direct comparison of the effects of tail height on these nonlinearities 
in the pitching-moment curves for the various wing plan forms, comparisons 
of the data are presented in figure 17 for Mach numbers of 0.80 and 0 . 94 . 
The results indicate considerably less stability contributed by the low 
tail than by the high tail a t l ow angles of attack, probably because of 
the f act that the low tail is in a stronger downwash field than the high 
tail . At moderate angles of attack, the stability contributed by both 
the high and low horizontal tails is somewhat comparable . At angles of 
attac k above approximately 160 , however, the pitching moment contributed 
by the high tail decreases rapidly, and results in a pitch-up for the com-
plete configuration; whereas the low- tail configuration reta ins its sta-
bility up to the highest angle of attack tested . This is due to the f act 
that the high tail has moved down into the wing wake where the downwash 
and loss of dynamic pressure reduce the tail effectiveness , whereas the 
low tail is moving away from the wing wake. Inasmuch as the t a il i s 
carrying considerabl~ load a t angles of attack corresponding to the 
pitch-up an~, therefore, is susceptible to the effects of any losses in 
dynamic pressure, and inasmuch as the configurati ons were considerably 
out of t rim at these angles of attack, some additional tests were made 
with the stabilizer set at _60 incidence which trims the configuration 
in the region of the pitch-up . The results are presented in figures 7(d), 
10(d), and 13(d) . These results indicate that the pitch- up is less severe 
when the tail l oads are reduced and that the pitch- up for it = 00 is, 
therefore, caused in part by a loss in dynamic pressure wi th increasing 
angle of attack. The high- tail configurations resulted in pitchi ng-
moment curves which ar e considerably more linear than those of the t a i l -
off configurati ons (fig . 17 or basic data) which have rather abrupt 
changes in stability at moderate angles of attack . This fact indicates 
that a rather abrupt increase in downwash occurs in this angle - of-attack 
range as the high tail moves into the w~ng wake. This type of downwa sh 
variation is illustrated in figure 12 of reference 6 . I t should be 
pointed out, however, that the high tail has a rather l arge static margin 
(see fig . 17) and if the tail size had been reduced to provide a more 
conventional static margin , the stability curve probably would not have 
been so nearly linear. 
It will be noted that there was a rather large out- of- trim (nose up) 
pitching moment for the high-tail configuration at zero lift, which 
_J 
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corresponds to about 1.50 of flow angularity . Thi s apparently is due to 
the flow field around the rear end of the fuselage , inasmuch as unpub -
lished wing- off tests of another tail plan form in the same relative 
position indicate approximately the same angle . The l ow tai l which.was 
mounted in a symmetrical position with respect to the fuselage provlded 
almost no pitching moment at zero angle of attack . 
In order to illustrate further the effects of tail height and wing 
plan form on the pitching-moment behavior, data are presented in fig -
ure lS for all configurations of t a il height and wing plan form a t Mach 
numbers of O.SO and 0 . 94 with the initial pitching-moment-curve slope 
adjusted to the constant value of -0 . 05 . In relation to the pitch-up 
problem in the speed range investigated, no very definite improvement 
with variations in sweep or taper ratio is realized from the tail-off 
moment curves presented in figure lS(a) . It can be seen that slight 
destabilizing tendencies occurred in a fairly low-lift-coefficient range 
at a Mach number of O.SO for all the plan forms investigated except for 
the wing -with 350 of sweep which provided about the most linear pitching-
moment curve at a Mach number of O.SO . As the Mach number increa sed, 
however, 350 of sweep produced an undesirable jog in the moment curve, 
which is just about coincident with the break in the lift curve 
(fig . ll(a )). Slight destabilizing tenaencies a t a Mach number of 0.94 
also occurred in the moment curves for the 300 sweptback wings having 
taper ratios of 0.20 and 0.50; however, these destabilizing trends are 
present well above the lift break and may be in the region of strong 
buffet. 
The addition of a low horizontal tail, which was located in the 
pl ane of the wing chord, did not alter appreciably the destabilizing 
tendencies noted in the tail- off curves . (Compare fig . lS(a ) with 
fig . lS(b).) At a Mach number of O.SO, 350 of sweep provides about the 
most nearly linear pitching-moment curves; however, at a Mach number 
of 0 . 94 , a sudden unstable break occurred but at a slightly higher lift 
coefficient than for the tail- off case . Destablizing charac teristics 
were noted a lso at M = 0 . 94 for the wings with 300 of sweep having taper 
ratios of 0 . 20 and 0 . 50 . The 250 swept wing at a Mach number of O. SO has 
an unstable tendency well below the lift break, followed by a pronounced 
increase in stability. At a Mach number of 0.94, however, no unstable 
tendenc ies are noted, a lthough the pronounced stable break which occurred 
at a fairly low lift coefficient is very evident. The characteristics 
noted for the 250 swept wing with the low-ta il configuration were, in 
genera l, similar to those of the tail- off condition . 
With the horizontal tail located as a T- tail configuration or about 
65 percent of the wing semispan above the wing chord pl ane extended, the 
pitching-moment curve at a Mach number of O. SO indicates abrupt instabil-
ity a s the tail enters the wing wake a t fairly high lift coefficients 
(fig . 18(c)) . This abrupt unstable change in pitching moment encountered 
for a ll wings is preceded, however, by a pronounced stable break which is 
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in turn well above the lift break and into a probable buffet zone. As 
the Mach number was increa sed to 0.94, unstable trends again occurred; 
and for all plan forms, except possibly the 250 swept wing, these trends 
are present below the lift break. 
Basic fuselage-alone data are presented in figure 14. The fuselage 
becomes more unstable with increasing lift coefficient and appears to 
have no abrupt breaks through the speed range investigated. It would 
seem logical to assume, therefore, that the irregularities associated 
with the basic wing-fuselage pitching-moment curves (figs. 5 to 13) can 
be due to wing characteristics. 
Longitudinal-stability parameters dCm/dCL for all configurations 
of t a il heights in conjunction with the various wing plan forms are pre-
sented in figure 19. The slopes dCm/dCL have been averaged over a 
lift-coefficient range from about CL = 0.10 to CL = -0.10. The low-
tail configuration provided little stability in the low Mach number range; 
and for all wing plan forms tested, except the 300 swept wing having a 
taper ratio of 0.20, the low tail provided a negative effect at the higher 
Mach numbers. The low-tail contribution to stability for the 300 swept 
wing having a taper ratio of 0.20 was small but positive and constant 
throughout the Mach number range. The tail contribution to stability pro-
vided by the high horizontal tail was about constant throughout the Mach 
number range for the range of variables investigated. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results of an investig~tion to determine some effects of t ail 
height and wing plan form on the static longitudina l stability character-
i stics a t high subsonic speeds of a small-scale model incorporating 
4-percent-thick wings with various taper ratios (A = 0.20 and 0.50) and 
quarter-chord sweep angles (Ac/4 = 250 , 300 , and 350 ) indicate the 
following conclusions: 
1. The drag due to lift increase s with increas ing sweep through the 
Mach number r ange. Some increases in drag due to lift are indicated with 
a decreas e in taper r atio for wings having 300 of sweep through most of the 
Mach number r ange. 
2 . In relation to the pitch-up problem through the speed range inves-
tigated, no very definite advantage of any of the wing plan forms was 
rea lized for the t a il-off configurat ions. 
3 . At low Mach numbers (M = 0.80), the high-tail arrangement (65 per-
cent of the semispan above wing chord plane) provides, in general, the most 
nearly linear pitching-moment curves at angles of attack below approxi-
mately 160 for all wing plan forms. Unstable breaks occurred above this 
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angle of attack for all wing pl an forms at the lower Mach numbers, but 
not a t the highest test Mach number . The low-ta il arrangement provides, 
in general, stable breaks and fairly linear pitching-moment curves above 
an angle of attack of approximately 40 for all wing plan forms at the 
low Mach numbers but not at the highest test Mach number. 
Langley Aer onautical Laboratory, 
Nati onal Advisory Committee for Aer onautics, 
Langley Field, Va ., June 23, 1954 . 
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Lateral force 
Yawing moment 
Lift 
Pitching moment 
Relative wind 
Figure 1 .- System of axes . Arrows indicate posit i ve direction of f orces) 
moments) and angles . 
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(a ) Complete model details. 
Figure 2.- Details of complete model. All dimensions in inches . 
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Figure 2 .- Concluded . 
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Figure 3. - Photograph of model mounted on sting support system in Langley 
high- speed 7- by lO-foot tunnel. 
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Figure 4 .- Fuselage ordinates . All dimensions in inches. 
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Lift coefficient J CL 
(a) Variation of a with CL . 
Figure 5 .- Aerodynamic characteristics of wing- fuselage combination . 
hc/4 = 250 ; A = 0·50 . 
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Figure 5.- Continued . 
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Figure 5.- Concluded. 
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Lift coefficient~ CL 
( a ) Variation of ~ with CL . 
Figure 6 .- Aerodynamic characteristics of wing--fuse1age --1ow- tai1 
configuration . Ac/4 = 25° ; A = 0 .50 ; it = 0°. 
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Figure 7.- Aerodynamic characteristics of wing--fuse lage--high- t ail 
confi gurat i on. Ac/4 = 25° ; A = 0. 50 . 
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Figure 17.- Continued. 
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Figure 18 .- Effect of tail height and wing plan form on the shape of the 
pitching-moment curves . it = 0°. 
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